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A very old bit of proof!
This is "[o]ne of the oldest and most complete diagrams
from Euclid's Elements of Geometry". It "is a fragment of papyrus of
Oxyrhynchus in 1896-97 by the renowned expedition of B. P.
Grenfell and A. S. Hunt. It is now located at the University of
Pennsylvania. The diagram accompanies Proposition 5 of Book II of
the Elements." – Copied
from http://www.math.ubc.ca/~cass/Euclid/papyrus/papyrus.htm
l, where more information can be found.

Something Chinese

Visual proof for the (3, 4, 5) triangle as in the Chou Pei Suan Ching 500–200 BC.
Left sentence: 勾股幂合以成弦幂 (gōu gǔ mì hé yǐ chéng xián mì)
Translation: The sum of the squares of lengths of altitude and base is the hypotenuse's length squared.

Animation of the Chinese diagram

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pythagoras-2a.gif

Animation of a simpler Pythagoras

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pythag_anim.gif
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Proof in everyday life …
“I begged to differ and proved my point by taking them to Pretty Toni's
Cafe.” (New Tork Times)
The proof of the pudding is in the eating.
“… daily intake of 1.5 – 2.4 g plant stanols lowers
cholesterol by 7 – 10% in 2 or 3 weeks."
"It is possible to be a European university in a country outside the
European Union and we are going to prove that" In his personal blog,
our Vice-Chancellor, Stuart Croft, writes about the UK’s departure from
the EU and Warwick’s plans for the future: https://lnkd.in/eaGeFX6

Kinds of Proof
Common sense (previous slide)
Legal – standard of proof: criminal case (‘beyond reasonable doubt’)
civil case (‘on balance of probabilities’)
Scientific and medical: quantity and quality of evidence crucial
In the above the interest is in truth: the ‘facts of the matter’.
In mathematics and logic the interest is in inference, stating the
assumptions very clearly (axioms), and using valid arguments (proofs).
Science and maths often start from guesses (conjectures).
Scientific ‘laws’ (theory) based on regularities observed (induction) are
the ‘most probable so far’. Limited and approximate.
Sometimes maths can be universal, exact and closer to certainty.

Some mathematical proof methods
Counter-example (best for disproving things, “2(2^n) + 1 is prime”)
Proof by contradiction (reductio ad absurdum) e.g. infinity of primes
Direct logical inferences (many examples)
Mathematical induction (proves infinitely many statements!)
Pigeon-hole principle (putting m things in n boxes, where m > n,
guarantees at least two things are in one box)

There are infinitely many primes
Suppose it is not the case, and there are only finitely many primes of
which the largest is P. (This is our hypothesis.)
Let us form the number Q by putting
Q = (2.3.5. … P) + 1.
Then Q cannot be divisible by 2, 3, 5, … , P, for it leaves remainder 1
when divided by any of those.
So Q is either prime or is divisible by a prime larger than P.
This contradicts our hypothesis, so the hypothesis is false, and there
are infinitely many primes.

A ‘thought-experiment’
Tie a very long piece of string around the equator of the earth and
press it firmly down to the surface. Imagine it tight across the seas.
Cut the string and insert an extra piece of string 1 metre in length.
The string will go slightly slack and so we put little supports all round
the equator to make it tight again. How high will the gap be now
between the string and the earth’s surface?
[Answer: about 17cm. Most people find that surprising. Leon gave a
proof that it is independent of the radius involved.]

Euclid proves Pythagoras theorem

[Steve gave an outline of
the proof given by Euclid.]

Diagrams: friends or foes?
Diagrams can support inference - as in Euclid’s Pythagoras theorem proof, or can
be very misleading indeed …
Fallacy coming up ….

We show that every triangle is isosceles …
Triangle ABC is any triangle, with AO the
bisector of angle BAC, OD the perpendicular
bisector of BC. OR, OQ perpendicular to sides
AB, AC respectively.
After proving three pairs of triangles congruent, we get AR+RB = AQ+QC, i.e. AB=AC.
The congruence proofs are all correct … what can be wrong?
[The diagram is inaccurately drawn. Leon showed it in Geogebra and showed O is always outside the
triangle ABC which means either R is outside AB, or Q is outside AC.]

Diagrams and the visual …
A much broader class of ‘visual aids’ now comes as computer
generated images or animations, or physical artefacts made from
cardboard, metal, plastic etc.
These can be presented as demonstrations, illustrations or proofs. It
may be very confusing as to which category a given example belongs.
Some examples from Geogebra … so-called ‘proof without words’.
When is it really a proof? How can we be sure?
Misleading visual/diagrams can be deliberate but positive (Maxwell),
Or deliberate and negative (magic!) – see Wiki ‘Missing square puzzle’.
[Leon demonstrated examples in Geogebra of some ‘real’ visual proofs, and some (good)
illustrations that already assume the theorem is true.]

Controversy among the teachers!
For decades, probably centuries, there has been controversy among
mathematics teachers on the value, or validity, of visual proofs.
The consensus view 50 years ago was to be rather suspicious of visual
proofs alone (OK as illustration, or confirmation) and prefer the
symbolic wherever possible. Flashback to 50 years ago … [We enacted a
fictional dialogue ‘Proper Proof’ between two maths teachers from the 1970s.]

Times are changing, influenced by cultural, societal, and technological
changes, … perhaps the consensus has now changed …. ?

The Scene:
It's autumn 1972 and Mr Leonard John has started as a new Maths
teacher at the Tree House Grammar School where he is enjoying the
start of his new job.
The bell has just gone for the morning break and the Head of Maths (Dr
Rigorous) has planned to catch up today with how the new maths
teachers who started a month ago are settling in. He's a little worried
about what he has heard about an illustration of Pythagoras' Theorem
(made with pieces of coloured cardboard!) being described in Mr John's
lessons as a 'proof'. He likes to be thought of as the 'friendly leader' so
he uses first names with all his staff – unusual at this time. He
approaches Mr John ... [‘Proper Proof’ followed].

Visual thinking and proof
“ … the editor of Proofs without Words: Exercises in Visual Thinking,
writes “Of course, ‘proofs without words’ are not really proofs”
(Nelsen 1993: vi).
………..
…[the diagram] has no proper place in the proof as such. For the proof
is a syntactic object consisting only of sentences arranged in a finite
and inspectable array. (Tennant 1986) …"
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy ‘The Epistemology of Visual
Thinking in Mathematics’

Euler observed that V – E + F = 2 for many
polyhedra but could not prove it …
A Teacher explains Cauchy’s proof to some (advanced!) students:
Step 1: imagine the solid made of thin rubber, remove one face and
stretch the remainder flat on a table. V and E will not change. Having
one less face we need to show that V- E+ F = 1 for this ‘map’.
Step 2: draw diagonals in the polygons not already triangles. Each
diagonal increases E and F by one so V-E+F does not change.
Step 3: Remove the triangles one by one. We either remove an edge
(one face, one edge disappear), or we remove two edges and a vertex
(when one face, two edges, one vertex disappear). Either way V-E+F
remains the same. For the final triangle, V-E+F = 1, so result is proved.

The V – E + F = 2 debate …
The theme of Imre Lakatos, Proofs and Refutations, (1976) is in the
subtitle: ‘The Logic of Mathematical Discovery’. It is a sustained casestudy of the history of what became known as the Euler characteristic
of a solid (or polyhedron) with a view to criticise and reject a formalist
philosophy of mathematics.
It contains detailed history in the footnotes but lively and entertaining
discussion in dialogue form in much of the main text.
An interesting lesson from this example is that the attempt at proof
can change profoundly the result being proved …
[We enacted the dialogue pp. 6 – 9 from the Lakatos book.]

A surprising cyclic rule …
A sequence begins 2, 5, … and the rule for the next number in the
sequence is always ‘add 1 to the last number and divide by the next-tolast number.
In this case it will be (5+1) ÷ 2 = 3. Carry on the same way, and be
brave! You will be rewarded before long.
Will we always be granted such a surprise? Can you prove it? If not
always, why not? Does your proof not tell you?

For the times they are a-changin’…
Proof in mathematics has an objective aspect (concerning logic,
axioms, definitions and concepts) and a subjective aspect (concerning
its clarity, familiarity and persuasive power).
The first has to do with how the proof gives a ‘grounding’ to the result
by positioning it within a context and framework of existing concepts,
related results, other proofs, and by offering an explanation for the
result which affords better understanding.
The second (subjective) aspect has to do with psychological factors
such as whether the proof is convincing and clear. There is overlap
between these aspects.

Factors for change
Recent changes in attitudes to mathematical proof are of historical
interest: they seem to have occurred within one generation
(approximately 1960 - 1990). Prominent factors:
Mathematicians understanding of their own subject. The way history
of maths is done changed dramatically between 1970s and 1990s from
being mainly ‘internalist’ to taking account of social/cultural issues,
biography, institutions etc.
Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962)
Emergence of ‘experimental mathematics’, computer assistance,
computer proofs. Surrounding improvements in image technology, film
media, and educational expectations.

